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PACTELISP-33. RELAP5 assessment

This report has been prepared within the framework of the project 11733.

ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of the calculation of the PACTEL ISP-33
experiment as obtained from the RELAP5 code. The main goal of the ECN
contribution to this ISP was to assess RELAP5 on one- and two-phase natural
circulation phenomena which occur in Eastern European VVER plants in case
of LOCA conditions. Different natural circulation modes were calculated in
the simulation of the ISP-33 experiment. The single-phase liquid flow, the
steady two-phase flow, and the boiler-condenser single-phase heat removal
are calculated well by the RELAP5 code. The phenomena in the transient
two-phase flow are difficult to simulate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

PACTEL (PArallel Channel TEst Loop) is an experimental facility, situated at
the Technical Research Centre of Finland in Lappeenranta. This test facility is
a scaled-down version of the Soviet VVER-440 pressurized water reactor. It
was built to investigate the thermal-hydraulic behavior of these power
reactors under various conditions. Experiments include the study of system
behavior under abnormal conditions, such as loss-of-coolant accidents
(LOCAs) or station blackout scenarios.

The OECD/CSNI International Standard Problem number 33 (ISP-33) was
performed in 1992. This experiment was a natural circulation experiment with
a stepwise reduced primary coolant inventory in the PACTEL facility. The
experiment started from single-phase natural-circulation conditions and the
coolant inventory was reduced until core heatup took place. Different natural-
circulation modes existed in between. The draining period was very short
compared to the stabilizing period, and therefore the different natural circula-
tion mechanisms were clearly identified during the experiments.

The main goal of ISP-33 was to study natural circulation in a VVER plant
including several single- and two-phase natural circulation modes. This ISP
addresses the specific features of VVER reactors: a large primary volume,
horizontal steam generators, and loop seals in both hot and cold legs.

Assessment of codes like RELAP5 have mainly been performed on experi-
ments concerning western light water reactors. Computer codes can only be
used for Eastern European reactors if they have been assessed on experi-
ments, like PACTEL, that take into account the features of such reactors.
This report describes the assessment of RELAP5 on the PACTEL ISP-33
experiment.

The PACTEL test facility and experimental procedures are outlined in chapter
2. The RELAP5 model describing the physical phenomena of interest for
ISP-33 are explained briefly in chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the RELAP5
input model used for the analyses. The results of the calculation on the char-
acterizing experiments are given in chapter 5, and the assessment of the refer-
ence calculations on the ISP experimental results in chapter 6. This report
ends with the conclusions in chapter 7.
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2. FACILITY AND TEST DESCRIPTION

2.1 Facility description

PACTEL is a volumetrically scaled (1:305) model of Russian design VVER-
440 pressurized water reactor. Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the PACTEL
facility and Fig. 2.2 shows a schematic view. Components heights and rela-
tive elevations correspond to those of the full-scale reactor to match the natu-
ral circulation gravitational heads in the reference system. The hot and cold
legs of the reference plant have been reproduced, including the loop seals.

The reactor vessel is simulated with a U-tube construction that represents the
downcomer, lower plenum, core and upper plenum sections. The core itself
consists of 144 full-height, electrically heated fuel rod simulators. The axial
power distribution is not uniform, but has a chopped cosine distribution.

Three coolant loops with double capacity steam generators are used to model
the six loops of the reference power plant. The U-tube lengths and diameters
of the PACTEL steam generators correspond to those of the full-scale
models, but the overall height is smaller. Each steam generator contains 38
U-tubes. The horizontal orientation of these steam generators is one of the
unique features of the VVER design. One consequence of this geometry is a
reduced driving head for natural circulation.

The pressurizer is connected to the hot leg of one of the three steam gener-
ator loops. Heater elements of 2, 4 and 7 kW at the bottom of the pressurizer
are used to maintain the facility at the desired pressure.

A more detailed description and detailed drawings of the PACTEL facility
can be found in [1].

2.2 Test description

2.2.1 Characterizing experiments

The ISP-33 natural circulation experiment was accompanied by experiments
for the characterization of the PACTEL facility. The experiments used for the
input model preparation are described below. The code predictions for the
characterizing experiments are discussed in chapter 5.

Pressure drop experiment
The pressure drop over the equipment and pipes was measured in this
separate experiment. Water of 23,8 °C was circulated by a pump through the
facility with one steam generator loop and the mass flow rate was 3,414 kg/s.
The absolute pressure was measured on 12 locations [2]. The flow measure-
ment devices were different from the ones used in the ISP.

Facility heat loss experiments
The integral heat loss from the primary side except for the pressurizer, the
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pressurizer line, and the steam generators was determined as a function of the
average water temperature [3]. The heat loss rate was calculated from heat-up
and cool-down experiments. The water flowed through the facility by natural
circulation.

Pressurizer heat loss experiment
In the pressurizer heat loss experiment, described in [3], the pressurizer was
filled with water to a certain level and separated from the rest of the equip-
ment by closing a valve in the pressurizer line. The pressurizer was heated by
the heater for a certain period, after which the heaters were turned off, and
the pressurizer cooled down. The water temperature, the water level and the
pressure were recorded.

2.2.2 ISP-33 experiment

The experimental procedure is described in [2]. Before the initiation of the
experiment, the facility was heated until it reached the selected temperature
and pressure, and a steady-state was established at the following conditions:
• the core operated at 165 kW power level;
• steady-state single-phase natural circulation conditions existed in the pri-

mary side, transporting heat from the core to the steam generators;
• the pressurizer heaters were controlling the primary side pressure between

7.36 and 7.50 MPa;
• the secondary side pressure was controlled by control valves at 4.18 MPa.
The pressurizer heater power was alternating between 2 kW and 6 kW: the
power was switched to 6 kW when the pressure dropped below 7.36 MPa and
the power was switched to 2 kW when the pressure increased above
7.50 MPa. The heaters were switched of at the beginning of the first draining.
The estimated temperature of the surrounding atmosphere was 36 °C.

The timing of the ISP-33 experiment is summarized in Table 2.1, see also
[2]. The experiment started at t =» 0 s. For the duration of the test, the core
power remained at 165 kW. In the first 1200 s the (nearly) steady-state was
maintained and the pressurizer heaters were controlling the primary side pres-
sure. At t =• 1200 s, 60 kg water was drained in 180 s from the lower plenum.
The pressurizer heaters were switched off at t = 1200 s in order to protect the
heating elements. At t = 2100 s, again 60 kg was drained from the lower
plenum, this time in a 60 s period. This draining procedure was continued in
the same way with a 900 s interval. Each time 60 kg water was removed
from the primary side in a 60 s period. The draining periods were very short
compared to the stabilizing periods. Therefore, the different natural-circulation
mechanisms were clearly identified during the experiment. The experiment
ended when the maximum cladding temperature reached 350 °C. This
occurred at t = 6660 s.

The main events during the ISP-33 experiment are listed in Table 2.1. The
results are reported in [4] and described in chapter 6. Figures of pressure,
temperature, flow rate, and temperature as a function of time can also be
found in chapter 6.
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Table 2.1 ISP-33 experiment description and sequence of events.

time (s) event

< 0 steady-state
core power 165 kW

0 start of the experiment
steady-state is maintained
the pressurizer heaters are controlling the primary side pressure
pressurizer heater = 2 kW

420 pressurizer heater => 6 kW

680 pressurizer heater = 2 kW

1200 1st draining: 58.0 kg is drained in 180 s from the lower plenum
pressurizer heater = 0 kW
pressurizer almost empty after draining
no significant voiding in upper plenum
saturation pressure reached

2100 2nd draining: 64.5 kg is drained in 60 s
upper plenum voiding
swell level near hot leg connections
stagnant periods with pressure peaks
alternating flow through single loop
increasing pressure pushed coolant to the pressurizer

3000 3rd draining: 61.8 kg is drained in 60 s
pressure dropped
pressurizer empty
two-phase flow in one loop
single-phase flow in cold legs

3900 4th draining: 58.9 kg is drained in 60 s

4800 5th draining: 58.6 kg is drained in 60 s

5700 6th draining: 60.3 kg is drained in 60 s

6600 7th draining: 58.5 kg is drained in 60 s

6660 end of the experiment: the cladding temperature of the core
heaters rose above 350 °C
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steam generator

lower plenum

Figure 2.1 Overview of the PACTEL facility.
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lower plenum

Figure 2.2 Schematic view of the PACTEL facility.
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3. RELAP5 COMPUTER CODE

Introduction
A bilateral agreement between the US-NRC and ECN in the area of Nuclear
Reactor Safety Research gives ECN access to the computer program
RELAP5. The code was developed at the Idaho National Engineering Labora-
tory (INEL) under the primary sponsorship of the Office of Nuclear Regula-
tory Research of the US-NRC.

The RELAP5 models [5,6] calculate the thermal-hydraulics, control system
interactions, reactor kinetics, and the transport of non-condensable gases in
the reactor coolant system during severe accidents. With respect to the physi-
cal models, RELAP5/MOD2.5 is identical to the stand-alone code RELAP5/-
MOD2 cycle 36.06, which is the latest official released version of the code.
RELAP/MOD2.5 has been used for the PACTEL calculations. The code was
run on an IBM RS6000 320H workstation.

Short description of the code
The RELAP5/MOD2.5 computer program is a transient analyses code that
can be used for a wide variety of transients in Light Water Reactors. All the
major components of the reactor system can be simulated. The code models
have been designed to permit simulation of postulated accidents ranging from
large break LOCAs to accidents involving the plant controls and fuel system.
Transient conditions can be modeled up to the point where the metal-water
reaction of the Zircaloy cladding results in a significant heat generation and
hydrogen production (cladding temperature above 1250 K).

The RELAP5/MOD2.5 code is based on a non-homogeneous and non-equilib-
rium hydrodynamic model for the two-phase system. The two-fluid equations
consist of two phasic continuity equations, two phasic momentum equations,
and two phasic energy equations. The equations use time and one space
dimension as independent variables and time and volume-average dependent
variables. This implies that no separation between 'pool' and 'atmosphere'
occurs and each volume contains a two-phase mixture.

Friction and heat transfer are formulated using empirical transfer-coefficient
correlations. The constitutive relations, needed to solve the two-fluid equa-
tions, include models for defining flow regimes and flow regime related
models for interphase drag, wall friction, heat transfer, interphase heat and
mass transfer, and reflood heat transfer. The applied two-phase flow regime
maps are defined by a simplified mapping technique which controls the use
of the constitutive relations. The heat transfer model in RELAP5/MOD2.5 is
based on the boiling curve which is used to govern the selection of the heat
transfer correlation.

Heat structures can be modeled to permit calculation of the heat transferred
across solid boundaries of the hydrodynamic volumes. The modeling capabil-
ities of heat structures are general and include fuel pins or plates with nuclear
or electrical heating, heat transfer across steam generator tubes and heat trans-
fer from pipes and vessel walls.

A modular network technique is used to describe the reactor system. The
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system is subdivided in volumes, representing the different components, and
junctions which connect these volumes. The entire system of differential
equations defined by the volumes and the junctions is solved numerically
using a semi-implicit finite-difference technique.
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4. INPUT MODEL DESCRIPTION

In this chapter, the RELAP5/MOD2.5 input model used for ISP-33 will be
discussed first. The differences in the input model for the characterizing
experiments will be described subsequently in section 4.2. In section 4.3, the
initial and boundary conditions for ISP-33 are given.

4.1 Nodalization for ISP-33

Control volumes
The RELAP5 nodalization scheme is shown in Fig. 4.1. The loop containing
the pressurizer connection is referred to as 'loop 1'. The model consists of
334 control volumes. The pipe surface roughnesses are given in [7], The wall
roughness is 1 um for the steam generator tubes and 2 um for the rest of the
tubes. Special features of some control volumes are given below.

Hot legs
The three loops containing the steam generators are modeled separately, and
the small geometrical differences between the loops are taken into account.

Reactor core
The nodalization of the core is given in more detail in Fig. 4.2. The core is
divided axially into 13 control volumes, of which 11 control volumes are
located in the heated zone. There is no radial subdivision in the core, except
for the bypass channel.

Steam generators
The nodalization of the steam generators is given in more detail in Fig. 4.3.
The steam generator tubes are divided into three groups representing the top
15, the center 14 and the bottom 9 tubes. In the flow direction the tubes are
divided into 13 control volumes. Each of the tube groups is in contact with a
secondary side control volume. The primary side of a steam generator is
modeled by 39 tube control volumes and 8 collector control volumes.

Junctions
The control volumes are connected by 346 single junctions. The loss coeffi-
cients are calculated using [8] and [9].

Heat structures
The model consists of 340 heat structures, connected to the hydraulic control
volumes. All the structural materials of the facility including the insulation
material are modeled separately in the RELAP5 model.

Insulation
The insulation and the flanges are modeled separately. The thermal properties
of the insulation material are supplied by the manufacturer [3], It is shown in
chapter 5 that these values result in heat losses which are too low. Therefore,
the thermal conductivity of the insulation is fitted based on the facility heat
loss experimental data. If these thermal properties are used for the pressurizer
insulation, the heat loss of the pressurizer is too low. The thickness of the
insulation layer around the pressurizer is fitted on the pressurizer heat loss
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experiment.

Core modeling
The heater rods in the core are modeled by 9 heat structures on top of each
other. The axial power distribution as applied in the experiments is modeled
this way, since the power distribution is given for 9 parts of the heater rods.
Temperature rise due to core uncovery is calculated. The axial power
distribution has a chopped cosine form.

4.2 Nodalization for the characterizing experiments

The changes that have to be made in the standard input model for each of the
characterizing experiments are discussed below.

Pressure drop experiment
Compared to the ISP-33 RELAP5 input model described above, the following
items are omitted for the analysis of the pressure drop experiment: 2 loops,
the pressurizer and the pressurizer line, the secondary side of the steam gener-
ators, the environment, the drain, all heaters including the core, and all heat
structures. In the pressure drop experiment, water is circulated by a pump in
the hot leg. The pump is modeled by a time dependent junction with the mass
flow rate set to the experimental value. The pressure drop experiment is
equipped with flow measurement devices that are not used in the ISP-33
experiment. For this reason, some loss coefficients used in the standard input
model are changed to account for these measurement devices.

Facility heat loss experiment
The RELAP5 input model for the facility heat loss experiment is equal to the
one used for ISP-33.

Pressurizer heat loss experiment
The pressurizer experiment is not analyzed separately. The heat losses
obtained experimentally in the pressurizer heat loss experiment were com-
pared to the heat losses of the pressurizer calculated in the facility heat loss
experiment.

4.3 Initial and boundary conditions

The initial conditions and description of the experiment are presented in [2],
[3] and in chapter 2. In this section, the integration in RELAP5 will be dis-
cussed. First, the boundary condition used for ISP-33 will be discussed. The
differences of the characterizing experiments will be described subsequently.

The ISP-33 experiment
Before the calculation of the ISP-33 experiment started, a quasi steady-state is
calculated. The results are used as the initial conditions at the start of the
experiment (t - 0 s). A real steady-state cannot be reached, because the
pressurizer heater is switched between two power levels, dependent on the
pressurizer pressure.

The pressurizer is partly filled with water and partly with saturated steam.

16 ECN-R-95-017



Input model description

The power of the heater elements in the pressurizer is modeled by power
input in heat structures. The power to the pressurizer heaters is controlled by
control variables.

The secondary sides of the steam generators are fed with water with a con-
stant temperature from a time-dependent control volume and steam escapes to
a time-dependent control volume. See also Fig. 4.3.

The environment consists of dry air at a pressure of 1 bar and a temperature
of 309 K.

All other control volumes are completely filled with water. The temperatures
and pressures of the control volumes are calculated during the quasi steady-
state calculation, mentioned before.

The coolant release through the safety valve at the top of the upper plenum
during the highest pressure peaks in the experiment, which is estimated as
approximately 10 kg, is not taken into account in the calculations.

Pressure drop experiment
All control volumes are completely filled with subcooled water of 297 K. The
mass flow rate of 3.414 kg/s through the facility is modeled by a time-
dependent junction.

Facility heat loss experiment
The boundary conditions are identical to the boundary conditions used in the
ISP-33 experiment, except for the drainings. Steady-state conditions are used
in the calculations. In this case, the heat produced in the core is balanced by
the heat removal in the steam generators and the heat losses from the facility.

ECN-R-95-017 17
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pressunzer

steam generator

— pressurizer surge line

lower plenum

Figure 4.1 Nodalization scheme for RELAP5.
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Input model description
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Figure 4.2 Nodalization scheme of the core for RELAP5.
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Figure 4.3 Nodalization scheme of the steam generator for RELAP5.
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5. INPUT MODEL VERIFICATION

The characterizing experiments, described in section 2.2.1, are used for the
verification of the input model.

Pressure drop
The pressure drop over the equipment and pipes in the PACTEL facility is
measured in the pressure drop experiment. The measured and calculated pres-
sure drops are presented in Table 5.1. RELAP5 cannot calculate the pressure
on arbitrary locations. Therefore, the pressures at the locations of the pressure
measurement devices are calculated by hand. The hydrostatic head is
subtracted from the absolute pressures. Thus, the values presented are the
pressure differences due to friction and form losses.

There is good agreement between the measured and the calculated pressure
drops and the pump head. It must be noted that all parameters used in the
friction calculation, like the loss coefficients and the pipe surface rough-
nesses, are determined beforehand. No adjustments are made afterwards in the
RELAP5 model.

The largest pressure drop (0.174 bar) is caused by a flow measurement device
(a so-called Ramapo meter) in the hot leg. This gives a somewhat distorted
picture of the pressure drop in the facility, because this meter is not used in
the ISP-33 experiment.

Facility heat losses
The thermal properties of the insulation material are supplied by the
manufacturer [3], A calculation of the facility heat loss experiment with these
values results in heat losses that were too low compared to the experimental
data. The thermal conductivity of the insulation is increased by 75 % in order
to obtain a reasonably good calculation of the heat losses of the facility.
Based on these adjusted thermal conductivity, the heat losses of the facility
are calculated very well, see also Table 5.2.

Pressurizer heat losses
The pressurizer heat losses are obtained in the calculation of the facility heat
loss experiment. These calculated heat losses are compared to the heat losses
experimentally obtained from the pressurizer heat loss experiment. The result
is that the heat losses of the pressurizer are too low. Therefore, the insulation
layer thickness around the pressurizer is reduced to half of its original value:
0.05 m instead of 0.10 m. Use of this reduced insulation thickness results in
an excellent agreement between experiment and calculation as shown in Table
5.3.
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Table 5.1 Pressure drop over equipment and pump head.

part of the facility pressure drop (bar)

measured RELAP5

downcomer
lower plenum
core
upper plenum
hot leg
steam generator
cold leg

total (= pump head) 0.422 0.431

Table 5.2 Heat loss of the PACTEL installation, excluding pressurizer,
pressurizer line and steam generators.

average water temperature heat loss (kW)
in the primary system (K) measured RELAP5

498 7.23 7.5
523 10.65 11.0

0.006
0.005
0.010
0.002
0.236
0.075
0.088

0.009
0.001
0.004
0.002
0.245
0.078
0.094

Table 5.3 Heat loss

water temperature (K)

523
548

of the pressurizer.

heat loss of the

measured

2.9
3.1

pressurizer (kW)

RELAP5

2.9
3.1
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6. ASSESSMENT OF THE ISP-33
CALCULATION

The experimental results of the ISP-33 experiment and the results calculated
with RELAP5 are presented in Figs. 6.1 to 6.7. Both results are discussed
below for each draining phase.

Before the first draining
Experiment
The facility works under quasi steady-state conditions before the first
draining. The mass flow rate of water through the downcomer is 1.45 kg/s
and is equally divided between the three loops. The pressure in the facility is
controlled by the pressurizer heaters. The pressure variations due to the
switching of the pressurizer heaters are very small compared to the variation
of the pressure during the rest of the experiment.

Calculation
The calculated mass flow rate was 1.55 kg/s; this is slightly larger than the
experimental one. Nevertheless, the RELAP5 calculation shows an excellent
agreement in this phase, as can be observed in Figs. 6.1 to 6.7.

First draining
Experiment
During the first draining, the primary pressure decreases rapidly until
saturation conditions are reached at the core outlet (Fig. 6.1). The upper
plenum remains filled with water (Fig. 6.2). Almost all the water in the
pressurizer flows into the hot leg of loop one (Fig. 6.3). After the draining,
the flow in the downcomer remains single-phase with a nearly constant flow
rate (Fig. 6.4).

Calculation
The calculation shows an excellent agreement during this phase.

Second draining
Experiment
During the draining, the reactor vessel liquid level decreases (Fig. 6.2), water
in the reactor vessel starts to boil and a two-phase mixture flows into the hot
legs. After the draining, a sequence of phenomena takes place, resulting in
pressure fluctuations. These phenomena are described below:
• The heat produced in the core is removed by boiling, and the two-phase

flow continues to flow into the hot legs. In the hot legs, the two-phase
flow separates into steam and water (stratification), resulting in loop seals
that are partially filled with steam on one side of the loop seal.

• Steam on one side of the loop seal and water on the other side opposes
the driving force for natural circulation, resulting in a decrease of the mass
flow rate (Fig. 6.4).

• The energy transfer to the steam generators is interrupted and therefore the
system pressure rises (Fig. 6.1).

• Due to the pressure increase, water is pushed from the reactor vessel via
the hot leg into the pressurizer. As a result, the (collapsed) liquid level in
the reactor vessel decreases. The boiling of the water contributes to this
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level decrease.
• Simultaneously, water is pushed from the hot legs via the steam gener-

ators, the cold legs and the downcomer to the reactor vessel, because the
downcomer and the reactor vessel are communicating vessels.

• This results in a decrease of the liquid level in the steam side of the hot
legs, which results in a further decrease of the driving force for natural
circulation, and ultimately, the flow stagnates (Fig. 6.4). This flow stagna-
tion is observed in all three loops simultaneously, see Fig. 6.5 for the
experimental results.

• The level decrease in both the reactor vessel and the steam side of the
loop seal continues, until the level in one hot leg decreases so much that
steam is able to escape to the other side of the loop seal. The driving force
for that loop re-establishes and the circulation of a two-phase flow starts in
that loop. The system pressure decreases since steam condenses in the
steam generator.

• Due to the pressure decrease in the reactor vessel, a fraction of the water
in the pressurizer is pushed back to the loop. The reactor vessel liquid
level increases, and the two-phase mixture starts to flow into the hot legs.

After a short period, the flow stagnation process starts again, initiating
another system pressure increase, followed by a clearing of one loop seal.
This sequence is repeated two additional times. The last clearing coincides
with the third draining.

Calculation
The experimental phenomena during and following the second draining are
different from the calculated phenomena.
• In the calculations, the upper plenum liquid level decreases during the

second draining. The level does not fall below the top of the hot leg
nozzles immediately after the draining, and a one-phase flow takes place
through all loops.

• The heat produced in the core is still removed by the steam generators.
• Meanwhile, the pressurizer loses heat, and therefore steam condenses in

the pressurizer. The resulting under-pressure sucks water from the primary
system into the pressurizer. The upper plenum level decreases slowly and
reaches the hot leg connection somewhat later.

• Hereafter, steam flows into the hot legs, resulting in a stagnation and a
pressure increase, as described previously with the experiment. The mass
flow rate in the three loops are presented in Fig. 6.6. At the moment of
flow stagnation, the third draining starts (3000 s).

It can be concluded that the difference between the calculation and the exper-
iment was caused by the steam fraction in the fluid in the upper plenum in
front of the hot legs following the draining. This steam fraction was much
higher in the experiment than in the calculation, and the fluid flowing into the
hot legs was two-phase in the experiment and one-phase water in the calcula-
tion. In the experiment, the resulting volume of steam in the hot legs
decreased the flow, giving a pressure increase. In the calculation, the
recirculation continued, and the pressure increase was only initiated by the
heat loss of the pressurizer, as described above. Because of the heat loss,
water flowed into the pressurizer, decreasing the upper plenum level, and
finally resulting in a flow of a two-phase mixture into the hog legs.

Calculation with only two drainings
The experimentally observed pressure fluctuations between the second and the
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third draining are not reproduced in the calculations. In case the third and
following drainings are omitted, the pressure fluctuations can be calculated.
The result of this calculation is not shown in figures, but it will be described
hereafter. If the third draining was omitted, the pressure continued to increase
until 3100 s. The peak pressure at this time was about 7.5 MPa. After this
time, the pressure decreased and started to fluctuate. Thus, RELAP5 is able to
calculate the pressure fluctuations, although they occur later in time compared
to the experiment.

The time at which the peak occurs depends on the rate with which the water
from the upper plenum is sucked into the pressurizer. Increasing the heat
losses from the pressurizer results in a faster condensation of steam in the
pressurizer. Thereby, water will be sucked in at a higher flow rate and the
first pressure peak will occur earlier in time.

Third draining
Experiment
During the third draining, the pressure drops quickly (Fig. 6.1) and the
pressurizer is emptied again (Fig. 6.3). After the draining, the amount of
water is too little to cause full stagnation in three loops simultaneously. One
hot leg loop seal is cleared, while the two other loops have partially filled
loop seals. A relatively steady two-phase flow is established. The bulk of this
flow takes place through the loop with the cleared loop seal, and a small part
of the flow takes place through the other loops (Fig. 6.5). The heat produced
in the core is removed by evaporation of water. The heat removal in the
steam generators is very efficient, resulting in a relatively low system
pressure.

Calculation
The calculated processes are similar to the experimental processes in this
phase, and the differences are small. After the draining, the calculated pres-
sure remains higher than the experimental one for a while, but it reaches the
experimental one after some time. The calculated mass flow rate in the
downcomer is slightly lower than the experimental one (Fig. 6.4). One loop
seal is cleared and two loops are almost stagnant in the calculation (Fig. 6.6).
However, there is a small difference between experiment and calculation: the
flow rate through the two partially filled loops is higher in the experiment
(Fig. 6.5).

Fourth draining
Experiment
During the draining, water is not removed from the reactor vessel, therefore it
is apparently removed from one or more loops. After the draining, a relative-
ly steady two-phase flow is established. The mass flow rates in the three
loops are almost equal. The steam content in the two-phase flow is higher
than after the third draining, resulting in a lower mass flow rate in the
downcomer (Fig. 6.4).

The experimentally observed flow rates in the loops are too high: the sum of
the loop flow rates (Fig. 6.5) is much higher than the downcomer flow rate
(Fig. 6.4). This effect is very clear after the sixth draining. The measurement
devices in the cold legs gave incorrect output, because they were filled with
steam after the fourth draining instead of water under normal operation condi-
tions. The flow rate measurement in the downcomer is assumed to be correct,
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because the measurement device was submerged in water.

Calculation
Water is removed from the hot legs, the steam generator and the cold legs of
two loops (loops 1 and 2). No water is removed from the third loop (loop 3),
which becomes stagnant. The calculated mass flow rate is larger than the
experimental one. In contrast to the experiment, two-phase flow takes place
through only two loops, while the third one is stagnant.

Fifth draining
Experiment
During the draining, water is again removed from one or more loops. After
the draining, a two-phase mixture is equally divided between the three loops
(Fig. 6.5). The steam content in the two-phase mixture gradually increases,
until the heat transfer mechanism changes to the boiler-condenser mode. In
this mode, steam is condensed in the steam generators, collected in the cold
legs, and returns to the core via the downcomer. The downcomer flow rate is
quite low, although the energy is transferred efficiently.

Calculation
In the calculation, the water is removed from the loop that did not lose water
during the fourth draining. After the draining, a two-phase mixture is divided
equally between the three loops. The calculated mass flow rate is much
higher than in the experiment. However, the same amount of heat is trans-
ferred in both the experiment and the calculation, because the calculated
pressure is equal to the experimental one. The conclusion is that RELAP5
predicts a higher water content in the two-phase flow than occurred in the
experiment.

Sixth draining
Experiment
During the draining, water is removed from the reactor vessel. After the
draining, the heat is removed by the boiler-condenser heat transfer
mechanism.

Calculation
During the draining, water is again removed from the steam generators and
the cold legs. This is in contrast to the experiment. Thus, the calculated liquid
level in the upper plenum is above the experimental one. Apparently, the
loops in the experimental situation contain more water than in the calculation.
The reason for this effect is not known. In accordance with the experiment,
the heat is removed by the boiler-condenser heat transfer mechanism.

Seventh draining
Experiment
During the draining, water is removed from the reactor vessel. After the
draining, the cladding temperature rises above the maximum temperature of
350 °C (Fig. 6.7) and the secondary pressure is reduced. As a result the
primary pressure decreases (Fig. 6.1), and the experiment is stopped.

Calculation
During the draining, water is removed from the cold legs and the upper
plenum in the RELAP5 calculation, and the core remains covered by liquid
after the seventh draining.
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Eighth draining
Calculation
An eighth draining is required to decrease the liquid level below the top of
the core in the calculations. The cladding temperature starts to rise (see Fig.
6.7) and the calculation is stopped.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

This report presents the results for the calculation of the ISP-33 experiment as
obtained from the RELAP5/MOD2.5 code and compares them with the
experimental results. The main goal of the ISP-33 experiment is to study
natural circulation phenomena in a VVER plant during LOCA conditions.

Different natural circulation modes are calculated in the simulation of the
ISP-33 experiment. The assessment of the main results is:
• the single-phase liquid flow before the second draining is calculated well,
• the calculation of the transient two-phase flow between the second and the

third draining is unsatisfactory,
• the steady two-phase flow between the third and the sixth draining is

calculated sufficiently well,
• the boiler-condenser single-phase heat removal after the sixth draining is

calculated well.

Especially the phenomena in the transient two-phase flow between the second
and the third draining are difficult to model. The difference between the
calculation and the experiment is caused by the steam fraction in the fluid in
the upper plenum in front of the hot legs after the draining. This steam frac-
tion is much higher in the experiment than in the calculation, and the fluid
flowing into the hot legs is two-phase in the experiment and one-phase water
in the calculation.
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